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F e a t u r e s

l if e st yle

When you’re feeling like the rooms of your home are
design islands - lovely spaces by themselves but not
necessarily connected to the architecture of your

home or the entire home itself - you might want to try out this
trick in the designer’s toolbox.

Echoing design elements from one room to the next
This idea of echoing elements is NOT putting two of the

same pieces of something in two different rooms. It’s not hav-
ing carbon copies of the same art adorning walls in all your

rooms. It’s not making sure all the furniture in your home
matches. It’s not just following a “theme” or a specific design
style throughout your entire space.

What echoed elements are, are quite literally design echoes
- they are focal points, features or design details in a room that
show up in different but reminiscent ways in another room.
Physically pulling re-imagined ideas into another room.

For example, let’s say you have a bold, large-scale paint pat-
tern in a living room, like a graphic angle that starts from one
corner of a wall and spreads bright color to the next. You could

copy that same element, and do the exact same thing in
another room. Or you could take the spirit of that element’s
main idea and translate it in a new way in another room, like
say, using bold tiles in a bathroom that feature a prominent
angled pattern.

Maybe you have a texture on a sofa that you love, that you
steal for a DIY wall paint treatment. Perhaps there’s a graphic in
a favorite art print that mirrors a larger scale pattern in a wall-
paper. Maybe fabrics you choose for your dining room feature
shapes that are mimicked (or very similar) to fabrics you use in

your bedding. In comedy, a callback is when you make a joke
that references something you said earlier in your set. An
echoed design element is like a visual callback. That rad feeling
you get when you’re “in” on an inside joke? You can create that
same kind of feeling in your home with echoed elements, mak-
ing your whole space feel like it’s “in” on the same wavelength
of style. — AP

The pro designer trick that makes homes feel cozy & cohesive

ASmithsonian museum is launching a new initiative
exploring the ways giving is woven into American
life, whether it’s a multimillion dollar school

endowment, nights spent battling blazes by a volunteer
firefighter or other contributions of time and money. The
National Museum of American History’s announcement
of a plan to collect, research and exhibit artifacts docu-
menting the nation’s legacy of philanthropy coincides
with Giving Tuesday, a movement encouraging philan-
thropy in a season often associated with consumerism.

“Our goal is to help them understand what it means
to be American, who we are as a people, and try to char-
acterize what makes us distinctive,” said Associate
Director for Curatorial Affairs David Allison.

Allison said philanthropy is one element of that and
the exploration seems a natural fit for an institution creat-
ed by the philanthropy of James Smithson. The British cit-
izen left his estate to his nephew, but since the nephew
died without an heir, the half million dollar estate went to
the U.S. for the founding of “an establishment for the
increase and diffusion of knowledge,” according to the
Smithsonian’s website.

“The Smithsonian only exists because of philanthro-
py,” Allison said, noting that Smithson’s legacy of giving
has been carried on by many others. “That’s something
that we as an institution should pay more attention to.”

A grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
and a gift from David M. Rubenstein fund the
Smithsonian’s Philanthropy Initiative, with an annual
symposium, display space and the endowment of a cura-
torial position, but neither wanted to disclose the
amounts contributed.

The idea for the initiative grew out of the museum
delving into the history of business in America for its
recently opened innovation wing, Allison said.

“The role of philanthropy kept coming up,” he said,
but there wasn’t space to include it then. “It made us
think that we should do more on that topic.” Just as styles
of giving have shifted from coins in a church collection
plate to 10Ks and crowdfunding campaigns, so has the
way museums engage their audiences, Allison said. This
initiative embraces collaboration, putting out a call for
artifacts of philanthropy, such as thermometers that
organizations use to track progress toward a fundraising
goal and inviting the public to share online their stories
and photos about giving.

“The Smithsonian is really moving to a different rela-
tionship with its audience,” he said. It’s no longer a situa-
tion where the museum knows everything and tells you
what you need to know, “those days are gone,” he said.
New ways of engaging the public, such as social media,
create a larger conversation about the topic being
explored.

The museum will open a long-term exhibition in late
November 2016. In the meantime, “Giving in America”
will give a preview of ways giving has shaped civic cul-
ture both in the Gilded Age and the present day. Artifacts
gathered for the initiative include a nurse’s cap from a
Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing student circa
1945 and letters from signers of the Giving Pledge, a
commitment by some of the world’s richest people to
dedicate a majority of their wealth to philanthropy.

Items being donated on Tuesday include a firefight-
er’s boot used to collect money from motorists for the
“Fill the Boot” campaign for muscular dystrophy and T-
shirts, signs and a banner from the #BMoreGivesMore
2013 campaign in Baltimore. — AP

Bag it this season with Carpisa as
the famous Italian brand and a
leader of handbags and luggage

business, sign on yet another sensational
capsule collection with the ravishing
Penelope and Monica Cruz.  Reflecting
over a soul that’s truly vintage with a flair
of urbane sensuality, the Cruz sisters
bring in six lines composed by different
patterns and colours, all extremely mod-
ish and feminine, in perfect harmony
with their elegance and charm. Playing
protagonists to this chic collection are
Bandoliers, shopping, clutches bags, as
well as practical backpacks, in coconut
and animal print and suede. Whereas, the
artistic Cruz sisters have played on classic
models by reinventing them to form
sophisticated, contemporary and stylish

looks to elevate anytime dressing of the
day. 

Collaborating international trends
with their signature styling; the capsule
collection includes transformable bags
with ingenious zipper systems that
become either a suede bag or a shoulder
strap in printed coconut; making them
even more attractive for multiple looks.
Proposing reverie in designs and vibran-
cy in colour palettes; the Cruz sisters
weave intricacy with a lot of attention to
detail when it comes to the choice of
materials used to style the exclusive cap-
sule collection. Comfortable and practi-
cal models for occasional and everyday
wear stand out pretty in autumnal
shades such as dark green, burgundy,
brown and grey; while, a ultra-mode

range of inventive designs in handbags
have been adapted to complement may
silhouettes with an amazing, seductive
and well-groomed style.

That’s not all, the collection also lines
up attractive travel companions consist-
ing of a rigid trolley and a travel bag,
available in three dapper colours. There
are several accessories from beauty cases
to wallets with vintage details that are
present in the bags for added usability.
Give in to the new air as Carpisa’s chosen
beauties with incredible personalities set
foot in the Middle East to broadcast the
brand’s Italian spirits that are both classy
and eclectic. The exclusive capsule col-
lection is available at The Avenues- The
Mall.

Carpisa unveils its latest capsule
collection in collaboration with
Penelope and Monica Cruz 

Smithsonian museum initiative 
explores ‘Giving in America’ 

In this photo provided by National Museum of
American History, a display from the ‘Giving in
America’ which showcases the role of philanthropy
in shaping American civic culture, including muse-
ums, libraries, orchestras, universities and hospi-
talsin seen in Washington. — AP

Two-time Oscar-winning actress Hilary Swank may
be a veteran at her chosen craft, but she admits
she’s still a newbie art collector. Swank attended a

kick-off party Tuesday night for Art Basel Miami Beach,
the prestigious extension of the annual contemporary
art fair in Basel, Switzerland. The actress said she loves
collecting everything from photographs to sculptures
and doesn’t gravitate to a particular medium or period,
but instead chooses the pieces that speak to her.

“I think that art either makes you learn something
new about yourself or makes you relate to something in
yourself or is simply entertaining and that’s the beauty of
it,” said Swank, who wore a short black, lace dress. “I love
how it makes the world bigger and how it expands my
whole idea of life.” Swank, who is returning from the
longest break of her career after caring for her father for
the past 18 months following a lung transplant, was one
of about three dozen people at an intimate dinner party

at the Delano hotel. The event was hosted by former
Ocean Drive publisher Jason Binn for his current maga-
zine DuJour.

Sylvester Stallone, an avid painter, fashion designer
Tommy Hilfiger and Ivana Trump also attended the din-
ner before hitting up an elegant poolside bash. Hilary
hugged Binn and gave a short, emotional speech at the
dinner, crediting him with giving her one of her first
magazine covers before she was famous. The chic maga-
zine has a knack for spotting up-and-comers. Binn also
gave Kim Kardashian her first cover. Famed photogra-
pher Bruce Weber and Oscar-winner Adrien Brody both
made late appearances at the party, which was rather
tame compared to most Art Basel bashes.

Miley Cyrus infamously performed last year at a near-
by hotel wearing only nipple pasties and smoked pot
onstage. Art Basel officially opens Thursday, but many
independent fairs and events will open days earlier, and

the glitterati are already in town ready to toast them.
Brody is showing a collection of paintings this year, “Hot
Dogs, Hamburgers and Handguns,” focusing on violence
in society and the desire for instant gratification. It’s “a
meditation on the fact that violent imagery is as com-
monplace as fast-food in our society,” said the actor, who
grew up in a creative home. His mother is a photogra-
pher, and his father is a painter.

Brody, who wore a black leather jacket and his hair
casually pulled back in a ponytail, said he’s less encum-
bered when he’s painting than when he’s acting. “I’m
elated, I feel renewed and my spirited is reinvigorated,
and I get to express so much that I feel is relevant ... and
also perhaps have a voice in creating a discussion.” — AP

Actor Hilary Swank arrives during the
annual Art Basel. — AP photos

Actor Adrien Brody arrives during the
annual Art Basel kick off party present-
ed by Jason Binn publisher of DuJour
Magazine at the Delano Hotel, Miami
Beach on Tuesday in Miami Beach, Fla. 

Hilary Swank, Adrien Brody

kick off Miami’s Art Basel


